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At a rec€nt national education summit, IBM announced that it wants
into our schools.' IBM's concem merges with what we have all heard ad
what many of us have experienced dircctly: Our schools are producing stu-
dents who have dificulty reading, writing, and performing long division.
IBM's plan to become more actively involved in the educational system-
and the support that the idea has received from s[ate and federal politicians-
makes it obvious that to some people the solution to our educational prob-
lems is easy: They should retum to the basics. Let them promote firnda-
mental skills in gammar, math, and science. Let them produc€ students to
help our businesses and industries survive and compete in the postindustrial
global village.

The climate of dissatisfaction with our elementary and secondary
schools has spilled over to include our institutions of higher education. An
increasingly large segment of the public is demanding more accountability
from our public universities. Quite understandably, these people want to
know what our taxpayer-supporled faculties are doing with their time-and
what they see often confuses and irritates them. In the current climate of
disappointment with our educational system, the public cannot undeFtand
why our faculty members are not spending all of their time in the class-
room.

This demand for accountability strikes at the heart of the question we
discuss today: Should public universities maintain their historical commit-
ment to basic research, or should they focus exclusively on basic education?
To a discontented public wanting to know the retum on its tax dollars, the
answer is clear: If university faculty members want to study the ability of

tJonathan Alter, "Busting the Big Blob: Can White Guys in Suits-Covemors and CEOS-
Finally Bear Back the E{lucmts?" N?l,rw?e/., 8 April 1996. p. 40.
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apes to recognize themselves in mirrors, let the chimpanzees pay for it-
we're paying to have our youth educated. The incredulity is contagious ard
persuasive, capable of snowballing into the idea that corporations such as

IBM might be given considerable influence over the conduct and content of
our elementary and high schools. Indeed, when one considers short-term

economics alone, it is difficult to argue with this view. After all, to pro-

ducp effective citizens, our universities must teach a core set of basic facts

and skills. If universities are going to produce graduates who can find a job,
secure a living, and become a creative force in our cultures, then students

must be given a firm foundation in basic skills.
All of that is true, but it is certainly not the whole truth. We believe

that the present accountability movement, though well-intentioned, risks

seriouslyjeopardizing the historically dual mission ofour universities' For

in addition to preparing students for jobs, universities have another, equally

vital mission to conduct basic research.

In this essay, we explore two reasons why universities should maintain

and strengthen their commitment to scientific research. First, although

most university students will not become researchers, the moral code inher-

ent in science and research can provide a crucial lesson for students preparing

to enter a host ofdifferent fields. The second reason is that if we accept the

idea that innovation and discovery arc necessary for our country, then we

should carefully protect the research mission of our universities' Unlike
research teams in the private sector, universities maintain a climate in which

a myriad of ideas can germinate, most of which whither and fail; it is a cli-

mate, moreover, where research is often explicitly designed to demonsffate

that certain ideas are wrong. Despite the valuable and growing connections

between research and the private sector, we believe that the university's cli-
mate is best-suited for the risky and creative research necessary for funda-

mental discoveries.

The Moral Lessons of Research
Our first claim is that exposing students to research faculty members

and their research programs is a better way of teaching basic skills and criti-
cal thinking than teaching them only by lecture. The reason for this is em-

bedded in an instructive double-standard inherent in scientific undertakings.

On the one hand, the very idea of scientific research is that all beliefs
are open to challenge; that no knowledge is secure; that no claim (no matter

how intuitively appealing) can be allowed to stand on its own. The practice

ofscience shows us that we need reasons and evidence to support our ideas,

and it simultaneously teaches us that reality will not always be kind to
those ideas. This is science at its best. It is the model that scientists strive
to attain, and it is what we try hardest to impress upon our students. On the
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other hand, this model of scientific research presupposes certain moral or
ethical standards. For example, certain practices are simply unacceptable in
science. We do not fabricate results of experiments, we collect them. We

do not invent the numbers that run together to comprise the results of our
statistical tests, we report them. So, unlike the openness we preach when it
comes to the content of our science, when it comes to its practice, as a
community we preach intolerance. Professional scientific societies in virtu-
ally all disciplines have a code of ethics designed to cope with fraud, plagia-
rism, and unethical behavior. By and large, these standards are not open to
discussion or debate.

Some academics doubt this view of science. For example, deconsEuc-

tionists have managed to convince many academics that the rational model
of science is impossible. They start with the observations that, first, no
human inquiry is totally objective, and second, that all human eforts ae
political in nature.2 From these two contentions, radical deconstructionists
have concluded that science itself is not possible. After all, they maintain,
if scientists are political animals, if their work is colored by a complex
combination of these political agendas and their a piui beliefs, and if the
very experiments they choose to conduct reflect biases in the ways in which
they see the world, then surely science cannot be an objective quest for
truth.

Fortunately, it doesn't have to be. The startling conclusions reached by
the deconstructionists are simply wrong. It is as if they were to argue that
because the engineering standards behind an airplane's design are actually
implemented by mere humans-plagued by fatigue, hunger, initability,
poncerns about their children-that the aircraft itself cannot fly. It is as if
the entire enterprise of science is evaluated by the weaknesses of the indi-
viduals who comprise it. But, of course, the airplane does fly. Wilbur ad
Orville Wright struggled to launch a craft into the sky, but failed, precisely

because of their human limitations-their lack of knowledge, their inconect
beliefs about the physics of flight, and so on. In 1901, after three years of
efort and several disappointing months of failed tests at Kitty Hawk, Wil-
bur Wright declares in exasperation that humans would not fly within their
lifetimes, and maybe "not within a thousand years!"r But just two years

2This view of the inherent political nature of human outlook is captured in the 1982 MGM
motion picturc, The Year of bving Dangerously. During a Javanese shadow puppet play,
charact& Billy Kwan (Linda Hunt), speaking to Guy Hamilton (Mel Gibson), recites part of
the play: "All'is clouded by desire, Aihina, as a fue by smoke, as a minor by dust. Through
these it blinds the soul."

sJohnE. Walsh, One Day at Kitry Hawl< (New York, 1975), p.79. Althou-gh this is the
quotation that Orville repoied to his biographer (Fred Kelly), a more- detailed. historical
dnalysis has argued thaa Wilbur actually itated that although man -would sometime fly, it
wouid not be w'ithin thcir lifetime. In a iare after-dinner speech, Wilbur is reported to have
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later, on an overcast December morning, for twelve glorious seconds a hu-
man leaps from earth to sky aboard a heavier-than-air-machine and suddenly

everything has changed.

Scientific research can be viewed in exactly this manner: it is a human
endeavor transcending the limitations and narrow interests of those who en-

gage in it. Ideas arise and win converts who fervently defend them against
challenges. New fields emerge and early attempts to explain and predict

meet with limited success. Eventually, despite the best eforts of human

nature to sabotage the project, the aircraft rises with a regularity and ease

that astound us.

So there is a curious double-standard in scientific research. It claims
that all ideas can and should be challenged, except one: There can be no fab
rication of the observations and experiments upon which our facts and theo-
ries are based. This double-standard reveals much about the role re.search

plays in a university setting. Exposing students to scientific research by
those who actually conduct it ofers an opportunity to provide a moral edr
cation for young citizens. The practice of scientific research forces students

to see that knowledge is not given, it is earned. That knowledge must be

held up to constant scrutiny. Yet at the same time it shows how this in-
quiry can and should occur according to a code of ethics that embraces some

of the oldest virtues known to our species.

Ironically, some critics of modern universities see this climate of open

and free inquiry as a key symptom of how our universities are no longer
accountable to the public who pays for them. They complain that universi-
ties across the country are straying from their mission to educate our chil-
dren and are instead teaching them that "knowledge is relative" and that "any
point of view is acceptable."

But science professes otherwise. Scientific research emphasizes impor-
tant values that are embedded in its very foundations: honesty, organization,
attention to detail, perseverance in the face of adversity. Physicist and No
bel laureate Richard Feynman points out that this lesson is

what we all hope you have leamed in studying science in school. . . . It's a
kind of scientific integrity, a principle of scientific thought that corre-
sponds to a kind of utter honesty-a kind of leaning over backwards. For
example, if you're doing an experiment, you should report everything that

l::.rnt"n 
might make it invalid-not only what you think is right about it.

said: "I confess that, in 1901,.I said to my brother Orville that man would not fly for fifty
ygqs",_ 

-s99 
Fred_Iloward, Wilbur and Oiille: A Biography of the Wright Brotticrs (Ne.&

York, 1987), p. 67.

* :\i+ald.P Feynman, "C_a1Bo Cult Science," in Surely you're Joking, Mr. Feynman!, ed.
Ralph Leighton and Edward Hutchings (New york, 1985), p. 3l l.
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In this sense, then, scientific research reveals a clear division of labor be-

tween the content of our beliefs and the methods by which we arive at
them. Most importantly, this line in the sand is not arbitrary. After all, to
remove the core assumption that researchen act honestly and with integrity
would be to pull out the lynchpin ofthe method's success. Does this mean
that we think practicing scientists always act according to these high ideals?
Certainly not. But because the standards are generally in place, the fatigued
and overworked flight mechanics still keep the planes aloft. In this sense,

the moral voice inherent in scientific research offers a common middle
gound between the sincerely felt frusnations of a public and private sector
who cannot understand why so many college graduates possess such poor
thinking skills, and those who believe that university faculty members al-
ready shoulder too heavy a teaching load.

But do we really need our university faculties actively involved in the
research? Why should the researcher and the teacher be the same penon?
Should we simply hire interesting lecturers who can dispassionately impart
the fundamental facts of various disciplines? In other words, why not leave
the real business of research to the private sector and let our faculties devote
their energies to teaching?

Certainly it is possible. We don't expect the faculty members of our
elementary and high schools to be involved in research, and yet we entrust
them to provide our children with the skills and knowledge they will need in
later life. Not all degree-granting institutions of higher education have re-
search faculties; many small colleges and univenities downplay research ard
instead reward excellence in teaching.

But great institutions of higher learning accept the challenge of doing
both, creating a climate that fuses education and research. Undergraduates
are gradually brought along from the rote learning of introductory courses to
the complexities of advanced seminars in specialized areas. And it is here

that exposure to the educator-researchfl is so critical. Knowledge becomes

more subtle, less certain, but the methods of scientihc inquiry offer a power-
ful lesson for students as they leave the universities for nonresearch jobs.
With integity, persevenmce, and brutal honesty, few problems can remain
forever out of reach.

We have seen this Focess dozens of times. Students who have a
chance---+ven for a single semester-to actively participate in the ongoing
research progam of a faculty member leave forever altered and enriched. It
is a humbling experience to watch elegantly crafted ideas sayagely attacked

by reality, to see one's deepest convictions challenged by observation ard

experimentation. These are virtues that simply cannot be learned sitting at a

desk studiously taking notes. The Swiss epistemologist Jean Piaget ob-

served, "Everything one teaches a child preveots him from inventing or dis-
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covering,"5 We maintain that the same is true of educating university stu-
dents. But research is more than innately virtuous. The humility and open-

ness to new ideas that can be hamessed allow students to realize that even

though we live in a complicated world, sunounded by conflicting opinions
and information, in the long run, moral codes of conduct can lead us
through: honesty, integrity, and perseverirnce in the face of adversity. In
some sense it is precisely this indeterminacy that science teaches that can

help expose the soft undeftelly of unrealistic solutions to complex prob
lems.o We believe that even those students who will never become scien-

tists should be required to be more involved in research---certainly not less.

In this way, a university degree can be reconceptualized not as certifica-
tions of mastery of a given subject, but as certification of a willingness to
leam and to think critically. Thougb the mastery ofthe basics must remain,
we ought to produce undergraduat€ and graduate students who have been

trained to accept the cballenge of learning, the openness to generate ideas,

and when necessary, watch them fail. In fact, if we listen carefully to the

cry from the leaders of the business community, such as IBM's chief execu-

tive Louis J. Gerstner, the problem is not that our students are lacking spe-

cihc technical skills: "It is not in the interest of business leaders to tum
public schools into vocational schools. We can teach [students] how to be

marketing people. We can teach them how to manage balance shees. What
is killing us is having to teach them to read and to compute and to commu-
nicate and to think."? Scientific research, at its best, offers precisely these

lessons.

The University's Role in Discovery
So far, we have focused on how research benefits students, But our

second major claim is that universities should maintain their dual research

and teaching mission because universities provide a unique climate for dis-

covery. The pace and complexity of scientific research have now reached the
point where a pair of relatively self{aught, independent res€archers working
in tbeir bicycle shop can no longer contribute to fundamental discovery rd
technological change in the manner they could have a hundred yqrs ago.
This leaves only the university and the private sector as viable engines of

sJean-Claude Bringuier, Coneersations with Piaget (Chicago, 1980), p. 103.

6solutions to socielal problems rhat are based on a superficial and selective use o[ scien-
tific data have a powerful influence over society, perhaps more so than science itself:
"Pseudo-science is a despot . . . possessing its own priests and slaves, before which every-
rhing else bows down with love and superstition hilheno inconc€ivable. befor€ whrch sctence
i6elf Fembles and cringes shamefully'; Fyodor Dosto€vsky, D?yirr, trans. Michael R. Katz
(Oxford. 1992r. p. 265

TJenifer Mattos, "Debating Standards: Politicians and Business Executives again Try to Frx
Public Education." fim?,8 April 1996. p.40.
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discovery and innovation. So how do we choose between the two-and
should we?

One reasonable objection against using tax dollars to pay for university
faculty to conduct resea.rch is that the truly necessary research can be con-
ducted in the private sector. But can the private sector meet this challenge
alone? Does it contain the right mixture of fundamental curiosity, breadtb
of inquiry, and mentorship to be the sole innovators and the driving force of
discovery?

Wbether we like it or not, change is the curency of the modem world.
It is brought about by new discoveries and theories that find themselves in
consumers' hands practically overnight. But cor?orations-naturally-are
interested in profits and so their research interests a.r€ almost exclusively
focused on how knowledge can be hansformed into products, not how fun-

damental knowledge can be generated in the first place.

In striking contrast, universities teach the fundamental understanding of
how nature operates, and they expose students to the great questions still
besetting us. Indeed, they provide an environment in which new facts ard

questions are discovered and raised in the first place. It is this unbreakable

circle of education, discovery, and questioning that allows great universities
to distinguish themselves as catalysts of discovery and innovation.

This is not to say that universities are the only institutions actively
involved in research. Govemment agencies, the military, and the private

sector all have powerful research teams that contribute substantially to the

increasing pace ofinnovation. But the university remains the only institu-
tion uniquely equipped to teach about, and question, this broader change, as

well as explore its consequences. The historian James Burke obserYed that

As the pace [of discovery] quickens, and the ditrusion of innovative ideas i n

the technological community is made easier by technological advance it-
self, the rate of change accelerates. . . . But the amount of innovation in-

creases also at an "invisible" level-that at which a high degree of special-

ist knowledge is necessary to understand what is happening Unfortunately'

it is at this ievel that many of the advances most ctitically impottant to our

futu." o""u.' developmenis in the field of genetic engineering' radioactive

fuels, drugs, urban planning, and so on 3

This, then, is exactly the knowledge that universities must both possess anC

be active in advancing ifthey are to truly provide students with th€ knowl-

edge necessary to understand and foster change lt is Precisely at this cutting

edle of discovery-where the direction forward is still unclear-that univer-

,i,i"", rnu., continue to face the challenge of letting researchers inquire for

sJames Burke, Cort€clioa (Boston' 1978)' p 292
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the sake of inquiry alone. It is here, at universities, where ideas fail best,
where the unexpected negative result of an experiment or an observation
suddenly ignites a brilliant new path of rcsearch.' And it is here that the
universities must serve as a balance against the strictly economic intercsts
of research conducted and supported by the private sector.

The business community is far less equipped than universities to let
ideas fail. Driven by demands for wider profit margins and lower production
costs, the private sector is typically interested in applying existing knowl-
edge in a fairly narrow avenue of development. Though this process does

lead to innovation and change, the societal effects of fundamental changes
and discoveries are rarely questioned, nor are broad inquiries into fundamental
questions encouraged or supported. Indeed, the toPdown consfaint of the
private sector's research and development engines offers little room for the
broad scope of inquiry that leads to truly new discovery and revolutions in
the ways in which we think about the world. Wilbur and Orville Wright
may have been able to invent the airplane in their bicycle shop, but it was
not profit that drove them on; it was self-motivation and a spirit of inquiry.

It is precisely this inquiry for inquiry's sake that lies at the heart of
some of humanity's greatest scientific discoveries. Newton likened himself
to a "boy playing on a sea-shore" pausing occasionally to find a smoother
pebble "whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered b€fore me.,,ro
Reflecting on the creation of wireless communication, Bertand Russell ob.
served that the men who made it possible-Faraday, Maxwell, and Hertz-
were none of them the least interested in furrhering this remarkable enrich-
ment of human life, they were men solely interested in trying to understand
physical processes, and it can hardly be said that the existence of indusrial_
ism helped them even indirectly.'t

While Russell may be wrong in ignoring the direct and indirect influ_
ences that economic and political forces have upon academic researchen, it
remains true that forces that drive the private secaor are far less conducive totu"l fr.{T of inquiry. Managerial level concems about market share,
product design, production schedules, material cost, and quality control con_
spire to force private sector research into particular, 

'narrow 
directions.

Whi]g sych an annroach is appropriate for the corporate world, it is clearty
not likely to lead to the kind of basic discoveries upon which tt"." "".

eFyodor Dosto€vsky saw ths clearly when he had one of his characters exclaim, 'you wlllnot.atain ro one sinsle trurh 
'nrir 

vori have prod_uced.ar reaii iii"n?" "rii,i*r'ril.i.il *a
ffiT5:,!1** *o t\neen . ''t 

crimc and Punislune , trans. .lessie <iutsoriffiford.

,r;yiltit -o Margaret Dampier, ReadinSs in thz Literutufe a/ scie,rc? (New york,

IfBertrand Russell, 
^!ele cted papers of Bcttandnarssl (Newyork, t 959), p. 14.
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nomic innovations so fitically depend in the first place. Indeed, the history
of discovery is littered with the results of researchers not bound by economic
pressures. As Berhand Russell observes:

Unless some people love knowledge for its own sake, quite independ-
eotly of its possible uses, the new discoveries will only concem the
working out of ideas inherited from disinterested investigators.
Mendelism is now studied by hosts of agriculturists and slock breeders,
but Mendel was a monk who spcnt his leisure enjoying his pcas blos-
soms. Amillion years of practical agriculturalists would never have
discovered Mendelism.r!

It would be wrong to take from this the idea that university researchers oper-

ate in a world divorced of economic and political forces, or that all acad€mic

research is conducted solely for love of science. But it would be equally

wrong-and we believe ultimately tragic-to ignore the fundamental difier-

ences that separate the research missions of universities and the private sec-

tor,
Not everyone sees these diferences as relevant. In exPloring currents

moods among the educated public conceming its attitudes toward research,

James Burke notes that one of the key themes is the growing feeling that

"we should assess scientific and technological research strictly according to

ir wonh for society, and curtail all other forms of research. . ."'! But as

he points out, "In selecting which areas of research to encoumge and which

to cunail, to what extent are we depriving ourselves of serendipity, which

. . . is the heart of the process of change?" When asked by a Victorian

woman about the practical utility of his discovery of electromagnetic induc-

tion, Michael Faraday is reported to have quipped, "Madam, what is the use

ofa newborn baby?"'o

Perhaps no one illustrates the relations among education, discoverl' ard

change better than Galileo, the father of modem experimental science I

',#'ffi3;{,tr$;fg,g;;1gft:g;[$,,,p",nf.Tl#l]+jii
trB:o*e, Conncctions ' P 293

r'Petr BeckrEnn, A llirtor) o/Pi (Boulder' 1977)' p l13

l5AlbenEinstein'inhisfor€wordloslillmanDrake'stmnslalionofGalileo'sD-ialog.u.c'ob-
served: "lt has often be€n tntntto* *ut d"tliio;;;; iC falher of modem science bv

ili;"g'il;*,;;ili"e. ded,rc,iue me,hid**l,iX jru*:lmf Hill1, H'l*o,nl
be'lievc. 

-however, that this.inlerpreta.ti9L y:;;,;;i.i;-unJ-,i,.." is io specularive rhinhng

#rqF$:r'i:s$nr'" ""Jrtt$d:[.Ttu"trii&1 
ll"tt{urn's$ J::i
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Galileo struggled his entire life to change the religious and academic en-
trenchment against scientific observation and experimentation.'6 H€ left his
first post at the University of Pisa because his ideas about scientific obser-
vation, experimentation, and mathematical analysis were seen as forces of
change and were not welcomed by the political and religious authorities.
Galileo found scientific freedom at the University of Padua, where he con-
ducted his famous experiments concerning the nature of dynamical motion
and at the same time delivered his findings to the students.rT These lectures
and the resulting book, Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciezces,rs set
forth some of the most enduring Iaws of nature that our species has discov-
ered-indeed, we still teach these same approximations to our undergraduates

today. How can we weigh this moment in history when some of the under-
lying mysteries of the universe were first organized as a series of four axi-
oms, bolstered by rigorous observation, scientific experiments, and mathe-
matical formulations? Protected (if only briefly) in an atmosphere in which
teacher and student alike could be immemed in a culture of open inquiry-
where the failure of ideas was not feared but welcomed-the method of ex_
perimentation germinated, and the course of human history changed forever.

This is not to say that Galileo's discoveries were isolated or unrelated to
the wider society. Even he was quick to recognize the practical military
imponance of the telescope he devised, and he ofered its use to both to the
Catholic Church and the opposing Protestant democracy in separate letters
specihcally tailored to their different religious convictions.r, But although
he recognized the relation between science and society, Galileo was not con_
tent to have political and societal interests dictate the course and content of
scientific research and teaching. As he noted, "In questions of science, the
authority ofa thousand is not worth the humble reasoning of a single indi_

so imperfect thal only the tolde$ soeculal

ffi'.#.irt**{;i:nH;##fi ,*r*rfl{il1*J;r:ir:ir:rft ,?ri#.ti;

tr$Sjg{**;li+[iq-gt;.$:$,,?ffi ,-ltf,flffi
rr$*ie,i:f-*'mli*ti*'dl'i,.',:t#lftr*,rildr-'i-i

rTJohn R. Newman, t/rd Wortd of Mathenatics (New york, 1956), pp_ 726_33.
r8calileo Calilei, flro lr'ep,Sct?rc?.r, trans. Crcw and De Salivo (New york, l9l4).

.r;:,:;#:flil2i::;Kit'"#*|i';;6i.' ! l;{ **.tor Based on the sociat Backsround
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[."20 And it was here, in the setting of a university, that lGalileo was

to engage in his most creative reasoning and here wherel his greatest

rveries were made. Likewise, we believe that great universfties can ard

continue to play a central role in fundamental research: al place wh€rc

veries (both large and small) are for the first time seen, he$, exanrined,

to the test, and then proclaimed to the worlLnot because Qey arc what

hoped or wished to find, but rather because they are true.

,aration of this rnanuscript was supported by a National Scignce Founda-

Young Investigator Award (SBR-8458111) to Daniel J. Pdvinelli. We

Theodore J. and Theodore A. Povinelli for their helpful qomments on

earlier version of the text.

2oNewrnan, Mathematics, p. 734'


